If you're living in Japan, you may be surprised to know that your right to know has been replaced by the right to remain silent. Shhh … don't protest …

The 2014 World Press Freedom Index highlights the negative impact of conflicts on freedom of information and its protagonists. The ranking of some countries has also ...

The annual World Press Freedom Index released today shows gains for Myanmar and others. Japan tumbled due to an informal ban placed on independent coverage of the …

Press freedom in Japan: Secrecy and lies | The Economist
www.economist.com/news/asia/2013-10-19/secretly ...
Press freedom in Japan Secrecy and lies A tough new law on secrecy has suddenly become controversial Oct 19th 2013 | TOKYO | From the print edition

However, press freedom was marred by threats and attacks by politicians and armed groups throughout the year. … while in Japan (22nd) …

Do they have freedom of speech, press, and religion in Japan?
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080331193356AACvIMY
[Mar 31, 2008] No. While the laws on religion are becoming somewhat more lax, the laws for freedom of speech and press are still not exactly in play. While the … ~ by somewher… ( 5 comments )

Press freedom: Japan records the biggest drop in Asia - Tokyo ...
www.tokyotimes.com/2013/press-freedom-japan-records-the... Cached
Japan fell on 53rd position from the previous year's 22nd regarding press freedom, stated a 2013 press freedom ranking released Wednesday by Reporters Without Borders …

Press Freedom - The Japan Daily Press
japandailypress.com/tag/press-freedom
The task and mission of the Japan Daily Press is to engage Asia and the World with a never-ceasing flow of news and editorials on various facets of Japan.

Press Freedom In Japan - Video Results